Intrusion detection based on ANN by analyzing network traffic parameter
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, every individual is interchange the data from information systems that are more open to the Internet and communication medium, the value of security of networks is extremely increased because of its tremendous utilization. In Internet different types of server are connected to each other now they are under the threats of network attackers. Actually, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is the second level of defense for which it can be the most powerful system that handles the Attacks done at computer System by making alerts to do the analysts take some sort of actions to prevent this Attacks. IDS are basically two types as one is based on anomaly and other is based on misuse. In this paper, we provide a classification of attacks according to their detection in the runtime environment and also based on either anomaly attack or misuse attack detection of specific dataset file going to find by network packet attribute. There is a different type of parameter associated with network packet like Destination port, Flag, DestIP Ratio, DestPort Ratio, DestIP & Port Ratio, SynAckRatio, NumDestIps, which we have to identify for fault finding in network where attacks detection is possible by using ANN so can training and testing will be done on dataset and that result must be in the statistical format as confusion matrix and overall performance of system to identify attacks as threshold value [10] [11].

1. INTRODUCTION

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) Checks the behavior of network or computer system activity for some suspicious pattern to recognize that any type of system policy might have overruled. The IDS itself a passive system, it always has some component which can alert at malicious activity [1].

There will be two types of IDS most popularly designed based on their place in network or system, one is Network-based IDS other is Host-based IDS. In Network IDS we need to place some component of IDS in Network so that we can identify the malicious activity in the system. NIDS is placed either in-network tap, span port, or hub, so Packet will be captured for data while in a traverse from their location, and then we have to identify a malicious or unauthorized access. In this paper, we proposed the system that also makes differentiate a malicious or normal activity of the Network by analyzing a dataset [2] [3] [4] [5].

IDS are basically two types as one is based on anomaly and other is based on misuse. In anomaly-based IDS it will classified packet in normal and remaining will be malicious packet while in misuse based IDS will be classified packet dataset as malicious and remaining will be considered as a Normal packet.

2. RELATED WORK

IDE is a most important factor is network security which already done by many researchers which is more about to implementing idea about IDE and Defense mechanism so that makes protection from intruders.
Intrusion Detection is not an activity that will be used to find out a past intrusion into the network or system, it will be used a past experience, so that we might have able to detect such kind of malicious activity that happens currently with system by using a machine learning algorithm that is nothing but an artificial neural network, so learning thing continuously and making the alert.

NSL KDD dataset has most of the solution [6], [7], [8] that have been collected by analyzing different dataset available with the system. This dataset contains a set of an attribute of network communication signatures representing standard and malicious communication. The most important to training by selecting a proper parameter of network parameter from the packet, this is already mentioned by More and Tahalkar while working with a DDoS defense system that would be implemented with real-time IDE with some specific no of the packet and some less amount of packet Attribute [4].

3. PROPOSED NEURAL NETWORK BASED IDS

Figure 1 shows a different part of intrusion detection to analyzing parameter of traffic on the network so can actually cause of attack can identify as well as it will preprocess to form future criteria to detect the attack. Most of the time attack can happen multiple times so it takes to create a repository. Following the model included feature selection from NSL KDD dataset, the neural network model, and different software tool minimize the unused parameter, that is to minimize overhead so computation is done fast.

![Intrusion detection Model based on Neural network](image)

KDD NSL Dataset

While detecting malicious activity its always important to the selection of a proper parameter, every attribute related to network packet is important but it is not possible to use all parameter to contribute their value to detecting malicious activity. In proposed system we can make dataset with 41 attributes and the dataset have more than 4500+ entries for all 41 parameters of network packet, in this some attribute might have been more important to analyze the IDS functioning, so we can make it minimize by using Weka is already provided with standard dataset NSL KDD, so might have possible to select some important parameter based on requirement of situation arises in network [13] [14] [15] [16].

ANN Training

In this ANN Training train neural network with 75% dataset of the selected database. Training dataset is as close as possible to an actual dataset which we expected to see. Our training dataset is made from certain generalize minimum attribute after truncation of attributes. So when we train any classifier of an attribute using the training dataset then classifier model is built and when any actual data come to that classifier then it must submit to the prediction of attack.

Real-Time Intrusion Detection

An ID is selecting a real-time packet that is in network traffic, it is captured and extracted so that we can find out its attribute for the dataset. In the proposed system, we use the predefined NSL-KDD dataset to identify and classify attacks by artificial neural network classifier. Identified attacks is might have classify in SYN Flood, TCP Flood, UDP Flood, Ping Flood any type of Denial
of Service attack, Probing Attack (PROBE), Users to Root Attack (U2R), buffer overflow attacks, Remote to Local Attack (R2L), guessing password, N map attack are come from any system so for detecting this types of attack our system is more useful [19] [20]. We mostly did our work in the form of the dataset so while detecting real-time intrusion first to convert it into dataset but for in our proposed system we use 75% of a dataset of KDD NSL for training a Neural network and other 25% are used to make intrusion detection purpose[16][17].

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

4.1 Dataset utilized
Duplicate records in both training and testing datasets divide results for frequent attacks and normal instances. KDD-NSL is a large dataset for most machine learning algorithms; therefore, we use for our studies a small percentage of it [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Dataset</th>
<th>No. of Attributes</th>
<th>No. of Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset_Anomaly</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset_Misuse</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4500+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is carried out using Weka. The first objective of our approach was to simplify the data that is to be processed. Simplifying would mean removing attributes that did not make sense. The advantage is that removing attributes would reduce the size of data getting processed which would increase the performance of the neural network. The downside to this can be if important attributes are accidentally removed then the accuracy of detecting an intrusion will suffer. The way out of this was using various iterations of removing certain attributes and then using certain attributes to figure out what suits best. We used Weka's RemoveUseless() that helps remove attributes that usually do not vary much.

4.2 Data Preparation
Java file is used to prepare data. Data is prepared by extracting rows randomly from each of the files named as Optimized_'name_of_attack' in the data folder. For eg: Optimized_FTPWrite. The Dataset files generated after data preparation are Dataset_Anomaly and Dataset_Misuse which would later be used by the neural network.

4.3 ANN Training
ANN Classifier has used the dataset to Train for classification of attacks once at a time of building classification as compared to another classifier. ‘ neural net’ used Feed Forward (FF)[19] and Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)[19] for calculation of classifier so it makes fast classification otherwise naïve-bytes required more computing time and it trains again and again when the actual dataset comes to that classifier.

4.4 Real-Time Intrusion Detection
For carrying out intrusion detection for Anomaly-based attacks and Misuse based attacks we had two data sets Dataset_Anomaly and Dataset_Misuse in the previous Module. In the anomaly detection data set, the class or prediction variable is either Normal which represents a normal case or an Attack. Contrary to the anomaly detection data set, the misuse detection data set has a class variable Normal or Name of the attack which represents a specific type of attack such as Smurf, NMap, Rootkit, etc. We carry out data cleaning on Dataset_Anomaly and Dataset_Misuse using Weka's to obtain Dataset_Anomaly_Selection & Dataset_Misuse_Selection which has fewer attributes that help speed our Neural Network. Standard dataset KDD NSL are recognized using an artificial neural network classifier algorithm.

This classifier work in three layers Input Layer, Output Layer, and Hidden Layer. Hidden Layer = Input Layer + Output Layer + 1

5. ANN ALGORITHM

Input: Real-time Dataset in the form of Microsoft Excel file (D).
Output: Elements of Data classified into two 0, 1 means normal or Attack.
(i) First apply the inputs to the network, so that output could be random, as initial output could be anything, so these initial outputs were remembered.
(ii) Next, let it be finding out the error for neuron B. The error is that you expected and actually get, in other words:
   Error B = Output B (1-OutputB) x (Target B. Output B)
   Output (1-Output) term is necessary for the equation because of the Sigmoid Function.
(iii) Let’s find out the new weight. Let W+AB be the new (trained) weight and WAB be the initial weight that we consider in 1
   W+ AB = WAB + (Error B x Output A)
   Notice that it is the output of the connecting neuron (neuron A) we use (not B). We update continuously all the weights in the output layer in this way.
(iv) Likewise, we have to calculate the Errors for the hidden layer neurons. Unlike as we done for the output layer we can’t calculate these directly, so we need to Back Propagate them from the output layer (hence the name of the algorithm). This is done by taking the Errors from the output neurons and running them back to initial neuron weights to get the hidden layer errors. For example, if neuron A, B, and C then
   Error A = Output A (1 – Output A) (Error A WAB + Error C WAC)
(v) Having to obtain the Error for the hidden layer neurons.
(vi) Let’s proceed as in stage 3 to change the hidden layer weights. By repeating this Process we can train a network for any number of the set of layers.
The artificial neural network gives output in the form of yes or no means an attack is present or not and which type of attack is present. While using artificial neural network making the use of Backpropagation neural network we are used in training dataset means input and output both are present. And in Feed-Forward method input is given to the classifier but the output is predicted from the classifier. This is the beauty of ANN.

6. RESULT EVALUATION

The Performance of classifiers is evaluated using different merits are as follows with Confusion Matrix. In the field of machine learning and specifically the problem of statistical classification, a confusion matrix, also known as an error matrix, is a specific table layout that allows visualization of the performance of an algorithm, typically a supervised learning. Each row of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted class while each column represents the instances in an actual class (or vice versa). The name stems from the fact that it makes it easy to see if the system is confusing two classes (i.e. commonly mislabeling one as another) [4] [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>True Positive (TP)</td>
<td>False Negative (FN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>False Positive (FP)</td>
<td>True Negative (TN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Confusion matrix

6.1 Anomaly Detection using NN

The actual result we get by executing script below Confusion Matrix for Dataset Anomaly Detection

Table 2: Confusion Matrix Anomaly

![Confusion Matrix](image)

We got to know that how the system makes overall performance of the neural network for Dataset Anomaly-based detection and we find out that their will speedily execution by using neural network this is shown as below.

Table 3: Overall performance on Anomaly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI : [0.9965, 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Information Rate : 0.6556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Value [Acc &gt; NIR] : &lt; 2.2e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hommez's Test F-Value : NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Misuse Detection using NN

The actual result we get by executing script below Confusion Matrix for Dataset Misuse Detection

Table 4: Confusion matrix misuse

![Confusion Matrix](image)
The overall performance of the neural network for Dataset while Misuse detection.

### Table 5: Overall performances on Misuse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Statistics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>(0.6995, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Information Rate</td>
<td>0.6526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Value [Acc &gt; NIR]</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNemar’s Test P-Value</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can plot a graph of performance in NN while Executing both Anomaly and Misuse based detection of attacks.

![Fig. 3: Anomaly vs. Misuse detection](image)

7. CONCLUSION

The results that we have above are drawn from running tests for 3 approaches, the summary and snapshots are attached above. The original dataset that we had with 41 attributes which were reduced to 36 using Weka's RemoveUseless() and then by using a neural network we able successfully classify the network dataset into different attack types. The Proposed intrusion detection system gives higher accuracy for detection of attacks. ANN is the best classifier for intrusion detection system. ANN classifies the detected attacks more accurately in less timing. As compared to other algorithms ANN gives 99.60 percent accuracy.
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